
Protolabs to Hubs
Using content to bridge two platforms



The problem
After acquiring Hubs, Protolabs wanted to find 
a quick way to explore integrating Hubs’ 
expanded offerings into the Protolabs              
e-commerce platform.  

A complete software integration will take 
years to build. The design team was asked to 
find a way to explore an integration that would 
allow further learning and would take only 
weeks to build.   



Background info
1. Customers use Protolabs to quickly order low 
quantities of simple parts at a premium cost.  

2. Hubs customers tend to order larger quantities of 
complex parts with slower lead times at budget 
prices.  

3. The marketplace model of Hubs is a huge concern 
for many Protolabs customers, who often need 
domestically produced parts by the same 
manufacturer. Providing this information without 
worrying customers would be a challenge. 



The initial solution 
The UX team decided to treat this primarily as a content-first solution. I 
developed a modular approach that would allow the team to see exactly what 
messaging converted, remove steps where we observed fall offs, and make 
quick adjustments based on our findings:  

1. In situ messaging on Protolabs  

2. Modal on Protolabs explaining the Hubs offer 

3. Concierge page on Hubs  



In situ messaging: bulk pricing, anodizing, tolerances



General messaging on Protolabs



Protolabs modal explorations



The concierge page on Hubs



The welcome banner on Hubs



Initial findings
The approach of using multiple, independent steps in this flowed allowed the 
team to experiment with removing content and testing conversion.  

This led to us to remove the modal on Protolabs and taking customers straight 
to the concierge page on Hubs, which was the exact opposite of I had 
expected.  

Both the in situ messaging and general messaging performed well, leading to 
us keeping both.                  



Further research
In interviews with both customers and members of the sales team, I 
identified some overlooked information needs in this flow:  

- A general landing page about the Protolabs and Hubs integration.  

- Protolabs customers usually skipped the Hubs marketing funnel and went 
straight to uploading CAD files.  This meant that they missed out on important 
confidence building information that organic Hubs customers would have 
already seen.   



The landing page 



[before] The Hubs upload page and checkout
- Customers said the “B2C feel” was off putting   

- Getting more information about Hubs required 
customers to leave the flow 



[after] The Hubs upload page and checkout



Conclusions and next steps
• It was possible to create a bridge between 

two completely different platforms primarily 
using content.   

• The modular approach to content allowed us 
to build quickly and make changes based on 
data.  

• The success of this flow proved that 
Protolabs customers are interested in the 
Hubs offering and have informed software 
development priorities for a more robust 
integration.


